
DISCUSSION

Methods developed to separate 99mTc from 99Mo were recently

reviewed by Dash et al. (12). In this study, we showed that

ChemMatrix resins were efficient at selectively trapping 99mTc

without retaining molybdenum in the presence of 4N NaOH, with

quantitative elution using water. The overall Na99mTcO4 purifica-

tion was implemented using a compact commercial automated

synthesis system designed for use with disposable kits. We

achieved high trapping efficiency with reproducible results using

cyclotron-produced 99mTc. It should be noted that as the counts in

the waste solution were not corrected for the presence of isotope

contaminants that are known to occur with cyclotron-produced

technetium (such as 99Mo and 95Nb) and were effectively sepa-

rated from 99mTc, the recovery percentage of 99mTc was likely

slightly underestimated. Because of the experimental design using

cyclotron-produced pertechnetate, we did not evaluate the fraction

of molybdenum recovered in the waste vial after technetium ex-

traction by the ChemMatrix resin. Although molybdenum is not

retained in high-pH, high-salt solutions by biphasic exchange

chromatography, the determination of precise recovery yields will

require further studies by testing this system with low-specific-

activity 99Mo solutions that are quantified before and after purifi-

cation.
The entire process is amenable to meeting good manufacturing

practice–compliant production. This method is applicable for separa-

tion of 99mTcO4
2 from any solution containing excess molybdate

ions and should be suitable for use with low-specific-activity 99Mo,

with minor modifications to recirculate the 99Mo solution for

daily reuse.

CONCLUSION

Cross-linked PEG beads were highly effective at separating and

purifying 99mTc from low-specific-activity molybdate solutions,

with quantitative trapping and elution of 99mTc. 99mTc-pertechnetate

was purified in high yields using a simple disposable kit system.
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Erratum

In the article “Preclinical Evaluation of 3-18F-Fluoro-2,2-Dimethylpropionic Acid as an Imaging Agent for Tumor
Detection,” by Witney et al. (J Nucl Med. 2014;55:1506–1512), reference to part D of Figure 1 is missing from the
legend. The legend for part D is as follows: “(D) Effect of exogenous 19F-FPIA and 19F-FAC on intracellular metabolite
concentrations of acyl-carnitine esters as analyzed by liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (n 5 4).” We regret
the error.
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